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Chapter I 
Introduction 
The theme ot the Golden Anniversary White House 
Conference of 1960 "To Promote Opportunities for Children 
and Youth to realize their full Potential for £1 creative 
lite in Freedom and DignitJ," has brought into focus the 
need for all who work with children to have a common core 
of understanding regarding the growth process of children 
and to develop the practice ot planning together for their 
care. This is particularly necessary in regard to the child 
who enters the hospital for an operation. For the time 
being he is not a sick child whose illness requires special 
attention, and yet he needs care which is adapted to his 
special requirements. Undoubtedly he has a sense of 
insecurity, for he is in a new situation. He cannot help 
but sense that something unusual if going to happen to 
him. If special plans are not made to meet his needs, he 
may be easily denied the everyday experiences of childhood 
which ensure his steady growth end personality development. 
Hospital routines are different from those he has 
ever known before, and he will need help in learning them. 
A child's need "to be in the know" is no different from our 
... 2 -
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, own needs. Initially, whether the child be young or old, 
,, 
i 
he feels the need to observe every move the nurse makes. 
( Blake has stated it this way " it is his way of saying; 
What is this new world all about? Nothing seems the same. 
1 
Give me time to know what is coming next." ) The older 
child has a need to question incessantl,.. He needs to 
know what the nurse is going to do, what is expected of 
him and what he must anticipate in the immediate future. 
Some of his fears will be realistic ones which can be 
alleviated by preparation, by support and by freedom to 
express the feelings which are stimulated by new or painful 
experiences. Preparation before the child must meet the 
experience helps him to mobilize his energy to master it. 
It also provides the basis for the maintenance of a 
trusting relationship. 
The degree to which members of the health team 
think that the ehild patient should be prepared for 
2 
surgery varies considerably. There are also widely varying 
1 . 
Jeans, Philip c., Wright, F. Howell, and Blake, 
Florence G.: Essentials of Pediatrics, p.l49; J.B. Lippincott 
Company, Sixth Ed., P.h!iadelphla, !§!a. 
2 Rothenberg, Robert E.: 8 The Social and Psychological 
Needs ot Patients, •• Patients, Phzs1gians and Illness, Ed. 
by E. Gartley Jaco, The free Press, dlencoe, I!11no!a. 1958, 
p.:saa. 
n 
opinions in the following areas& (l) as to the type and 
amount of information that should be given, (2) as to 
whom should communicate this information, and (3) to .the 
manner in which this in-formation should be given. Obviously 
any program or care which attempts to meet the most 
fundamental human needs of any heterogeneous grouping of 
children in any hospital unit must be stable and flexible. 
A wholesome ehild•oentered environment must be supported 
by all disciplines. The physician, the nurse, social worker, 
recreational director, schoolteacher, nutritionist, and 
perhaps other specialists together form the group which 
identities the child's needs and makes plans to meet them. 
Since these differences or opinion concerning the 
preparation of children for surgery do exist, it seems 
evident that an organized teaching plan, compiled by the 
combined thinking of key personnel mentioned above, would 
improve the quality of care that children do receive in one 
hospital unit. In general, staff and student nurses 
usually feel insecure in teaching the surgical patient 
because of their belief that completely truthful answers to 
patient questions would be contrary to the best interests or 
patients. Patient's questions, thererore, are .frequently 
brought to the physician for response or the physician is 
informed that the patient has a question which he would like 
answered. Thus, evasions, partial explanations, hedging and 
'=================================================··==--==-================= 
"white lies" ere pert of the pre-surgical interaction with 
patients. In pediatric sugicel nursing, therefore, one of 
the key factors in developing and maintaining a sound 
patient-family-health team relationship lies in the area 
of planned preparation of the patient and his family. 
Most children undergo surgery with less then perfect 
3 
emotional and intellectual preparation. To these children, 
doctors, nurses and other hospital personnel can render 
valuable aid, Forinstence, if the nurse knows that the 
child has been prepared for operation by his mother, she 
should attempt to discover his concept of' what is to happen 
to him in the hospital. Blake states that children interpret 
4 
explanations in the light of their own needs. Often what 
the child imagines is more gruesome then reality. When he 
knows the truth, his anxiety is relieved, 
As members of the health team we can reinforce and 
supplement parental love, emotional support and impart 
knowledge of the impending operative experience; all of 
which is so vital to the child if he is to withstand the 
entire procedure without further emotional damage. 
3 Faust, Otto, M.D.: "The Problem of Emotional Trauma 
in the Hospital Treatment of Children," Reduoin~ Emotional 
Trauma in Hospitalized Children. Albany ~esearc Pro3eot, 
AlEany, New YOrk, f§g~, p.66. 
4 Jeans, Wright, and Blake, op cit, P• 177. 
Teaching, as part or comprehensive nt~sing care, 
may involve several personnel. Therefore, some plan or 
guide is necessary if the teaching is to be effective. 
One instance in which teaching is of major importance is in 
the preparation of school-age children for surgery, 
particularly in the area of reality experience. Pillsbury5 
has stated that for the older child who can talk, preparation 
literally means just thia--"advance knowledge of what is 
going to happen." It is generally believed that the 
knowledge of what to anticipate both pre-operatively and 
postoperatively will make the entire situation easier for 
him to face. 
Stetement ot Problem 
The problem to be investigated was what effect the 
use or a planned teaching guide would have on bringing about 
a favorable hospital preparation for surgery as opposed to 
the incidental preparation of school-age patients. 
Specifically the purposes of the study were: 
l. To develop a guide that would be helpful 
to the student nurse in the preparation ot 
school-age patients for surgery. 
5 Pillsbury, Ruth, M.D.: "Children can Be Helped 
to Face Surgery," The Child, l5t 122-126, MarCh, 1951 
2. To test the use of the teaching guide on five 
school•age patients with an additional five 
patients selected as a control group. 
3. To evaluate the ef'.fectiveness of the teaching 
guide by comparing the pre-operative and 
postoperative patient responses as determined 
by guided interviews and planned observation. 
Justification of Problem 
In this study a teaching guide was developed and 
used as an educational tool to aid the student in teaching the 
patient. The writer believed that by giving the student 
specific content and instructions her teaching effectiveness, 
as a member of the health team, would be increased and 
patient anxiety about a new experience would be decreased. 
Study of a method which would bring about some 
degree or uniformity in thinking in the surgical preparation 
or the school-age child seemed justifiable if a child•s 
fear of the unknown could be minimized through a sharing of 
reality experience. 
Scope and Limitations 
The study was concerned with evaluation of the use 
ot a teaching guide by student nurses in ~he preparation of 
school-age patients tor Ear, Nose, Throat and Eye surgery. 
An experimental and a control group of five patients each 
were randomly selected and assigned for the study. All 
ten study patients were female, between the ages of 6 to 10 
years of age, were confronting the operative procedure tor 
J 
• the first time, and were ward surgical patients living at 
home with both parents. 
The student nurses participating in this study were 
affiliating pediatric, senior students t~om three yeor 
diploma schools. These students had been assigned to the 
Children's Project for one week's d}ll'ation. A total number 
of four students participated in the study during the four 
weeks that data was being collected. 
Limitations of the study were considered to be# 
1. The smell number of patients selected. 
2. Unfamiliarity or the students with the use 
ot the teaching guide. 
Definition ot Terms 
Teachins Gq1Se•• Throughout this study the words 
mean specific content and en outline of teec}·:ting points to 
be included in the preparation of the school-age patient 
tor surgery. 
Reality Experience•• In this study, reality 
experience is considered to be associated with descriptive 
material which conveys a concrete. personalized picture of 
the outstanding danger events as the school-age patient 
will actually perceive them. 
!Jnptionul Trauma....... In this study, emotional trauma 
is considered to be associated with an increr-tse in any of· the 
negative feelings: en .. ··dety, su.spiclcuaness, resentment, 
hostility, insecur:t ty or o need to rett·llir:d;e. T£1ese feelings 
were conside:r·ed to be negetive wl1en the child wus unable to 
cope with them. 
Preview of Methodoloei 
Ten school-age, female patients who were being 
operated upon for the first time were randomly selected and 
assigned to either the experimentel or control group. Since 
extraneous. variables ere especislly abundant in research on 
human beings, the effects of these human vari<:lbles were 
largely eliminated r::,.-y the process of random assign:-nent of 
the study patients to either group. The independent variable 
was the presence or absence of the teaching guide. The 
planned teaching gui.de Wc!S used only on the e.xperir.1ental 
group. Pstienta in the control r;roup received preparation, 
if any, by the incidental L zaehing r:Jethod. The ef.f'ecti veness 
of the tec->ching guide was evaluated on the basis of petients' 
responses, as determined by pre-operative nnd postoperstive 
guided L1terylews of both proups 1 and by observ~tion of each 
patient's behavior. 
Sequence of Presentation 
The remainder of the report i~ presented as follows: 
- 9 .. 
Chapter II contains a review of the 11 terature, tr1e 
philosophy underlying the study and the bases and statement 
of the hypothesis. Chapter III describes in detail the 
method used in conducting the study. Chapter IV is a 
presentation end analysis of the data. Chapter V contains 
the summary. conclusions and recommendations. 
Chapter II 
THEORETICAL FR.AltfEWORK OF STUDY 
Review of literature 
The literature related to the problem of this study 
falls into two general categorieat (a) hospitalization and 
surgery in children, and (b) patient teaching and its 
importance as part of comprehensive care. 
Hoapitl)lizstion and Surgery in Children 
$ 
An increasing number of articles have appeared in 
recent years in the pediatric, surgical and psychiatric 
literature dealing with the reactions of children to 
hospitalization, surgery and separation from a family. 
The review of the literature emphasized for the writer 
factors that might predetermine the reaction of a child to 
the stress situation of hospitalization and surgery. Although 
the experience of separation of the school•age child is in 
itself traumatic, the experience or pain and discomfort 
from anesthesia and surgery seem to be the most important 
factors producing undesirable emotional reactions. 
It is generally believed that preparation for a 
painful and frightening event reduces its traumatic impact. 
• ll -
Preparation of the child for S 1.trgery has been recommended 
l 
by Jessner and Kaplan as a result of their investigation 
into the emotional recctions of 50 children to tonsillector::r.r. 
In t'1.eir cases, the mothers were expected to prepare the 
children at home using a pamphlet distributed by the hospital, 
end a psychiatrist ssw them pre-operatively at the hospital. 
In many instances,. leek of information or a very natural 
anxiety on the pari of the mother often incapacitated her 
completely for t~is task. 2 3 The Albany Project demonstrated 
·the possibilities o.f preparation :for operation in a hosp-
ital that does not have extensive psychietric services 
for children, but in which psychologically sympathetic 
~ workers can be cognizant of symptoms and strive to all-
eviate fear producing situations. 
1 Jessner. Lucie, and Kaplan, Samuel,: Observations 
on the emotional reactions of children to tonsillectomy 
and adenoidectomy, in Problems or Intencx and Childhood, 
·Transactions of the Third Conference, New ?ork, Josiah :Macy, 
Jr., Foundation, 1949, p.ll7. 
2 
Ibid, p.l35. 
3 Faust, op cit, P• so. 
.. 12 ... 
On the basis of clinical experience in preparing 
children for surgical operations, Jackson4 has suggested 
that a crucial effect of making correct predictions to the 
child is that it facilitates the development of favorable 
attitudes toward authority figures. Hence, while the child 
is undergoing reality experiences in the unfamiliar hospital 
setting, he finds that everything happens just the way he 
had been told it would. Progressively, as each prediction is 
confirmed, the child begins to feel that the person who 
made the predictions and other authority figures, as well, 
know what is going to happen and can be trusted to take 
care of him. This may be considered one of the ways in 
which the child can be helped to develop a trusting 
attitude toward the hospital staff in general. 
Pearson5 has stated, that in so far as the child 
regards the doctors and nurses as wise and trustworthy 
authorities, he will tend to endow them with the protective 
attributes of "good parents". He is not overwhelmed by 
4 Jackson, Edith, M.D.f "Treatment of the Young 
Child in the Hospital," American Joypnal o£ Orthopszcq1atrx1 
12: 56-63, 1942 
5 
Pearson, G.H.,M.D.: "Effect of Operative Procedures 
on the Emotional Life or the Child," American Journal of 
Diaeaaea of Children, 54: 715•729, 19~1. ' 
- l3 -
his own fea~ because he is able to trust someone else who 
is unafraid. 
Janis6 observations suggest that one of the goals 
of pre-operative preparatory communications should be that 
of preventing certain types of misconceptions and disappoint• 
menta which are apt to arise during the hospitalization 
period, as a result of receiving misleading information 
from visitors and fellow patients. 
Lastly, a number of experimental studies have been 
reported by several different investigators concerning 
psychological preparation of children tor surgery (Jackson 
7 8 9 
et al. ), (Prugh, et al. ), and (Winkley ). The results 
~ ·. of these studies suggest that when children are 
6 Janis, Irving L.a Patcholog1cal Stressl Psfcho• 
anal,tical and Behavioral Stu~es ot sur~lga! Pat!en~s. lew or, ~ohH Wffey and Bona, !§Sa. pp.3 1-412. 
7 
Jackson, K •• Winkley, R., et al.t "Behavior Changes 
Indicating Emotional Trauma in Tons1llectomized Patients," 
Pedigtrics, 121 23•28, 1953. 
8 Prugh, D. et al.: "A ltudy of the Emotional 
Reactions of ~ildren end Families to Hospitalization and 
Illness," American Journal ot OrthoEsych~atrz, 23: 70•106, 
1953. 
9 Winkley, Rutht "~e Case-Worker's Participation 
in Preparation for Tonsillectomy in Children, " Ment!l 
Hzgiene, 37: 430•440, 1953. 
- 14 -
given accurate information along with various reassurances, 
the7 are leas likely to become emotionally disturbed 
during the postoperative period. 
Patient Teaohins and Its Importance As 
,Part of Comprehena1 ve Csre 
Patient teaching has been the subject of numerous 
articles in nursing periodicals and textbooks. Helping a 
patient to learn about his illness, about hospital routines, 
what is expected of him end whet he must anticipate in the 
immediate future has brought increased emphasis on the role 
ot the nurse as the teacher. 
Two methods of instruction, planned and incidental, 
W 1 10 are used by nurses. ande t made a study to judge the 
comparative value of the two methods of patient instruction. 
She found that patients receiving instruction about their 
disease had a better knowledge of the disease, its treatment 
and their part in the treatment, than patients who were 
taught by the incidental method of instruction. 
Certain advantages are apparent when planned 
instruction is compared with the incidental method. 
10 Wandelt, Mable A.: "Planned Versus Incidental 
Instruction for Patients in Tuberculosis Therapy," Nsrsing 
Research, 3: 52, October, 1954. 
- 15 • 
First, through use of a written plan, teaching can be 
:I 
il 
!! 
t: 
il 
il 
i' II 
II 
!I 
II 
II !, 
!I q 
adapted to meet the individual needs or a patient. Age, 
for example warrants consideration w11en specific plans are 
made for teaching. Janist1 research study also indicated 
that individual differences with respect to what ls teared 
will make for individual differences in reactions to 
preparatory co~~unications. 
12 Cranshaw advised the nurse to study the problem 
of eaCh patient, and adjust the tempo, method and content 
of teaching to suit him. She believed that the nurse adjusts 
her teaching, just as she adjusts all of her nursing skills 
to meet the needs of the individual patient. 
A second advantage of' planned teaching is that content 
can be arranged in logical sequence to provide clear pre-
sentation and better understanding on the part of the patient. 
n 
II Whether learning about hospital routines 1 or what may happen 
!J 
;
1 
to him in the immediate future, or the way in which he may 
1! 
II ii cooperate in a nursing function, the patient is taught whz 
a procedure is done, !h!a it will be done, where it will be 
[I 
li 
II 11 Janis, op cit, P• 381. 
n 
1,1 12 Cranshaw, Virginia: "Teaching Patients,n The 
jl Ameri.can Journ!l of Nursing, 50: 666 1 October, 1950-;--
.1 
!I 
II 
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11 done and h2! he will benefit from the procedure. The "why" 
'I 
J! of teaching is often omitted. Wright13 found in a study 
il 
!! 
ii 
!i 
II 
,\ 
" fl ii 
I' J! 
I' !I ,, 
jl 
!! 
l! 
'! 
:i 
~ l 
made ot tour hospitals in Detroit that when patients were 
askedt "Did people tell you what they were going to do to 
you?", the response showed from fourteen to twenty-two per 
cent dissatisfaction. In a study made of three large general 
14 hospitals in Cleveland, Abdallah found that third on the 
list of negative comments wsa the statement: "I was not told 
anything about my treatment by my nurse." 
A third advantage of planned teaching is that 
explanation helps to relieve the anxiety that is the expected 
reaction of all patients to new treatments and unanticipated 
15 procedures. Fear is reduced even more, Stephens said, 
il if specific instructions are given in addition to fore-
11 warning and explanation. 
ii 
H 
tj 
, 
13 Wright, Marion J.: i§trovement of Patient Care, 
:1 New York, G.P. Putna.m's Sons, 4, p.31. 
I' II 14 
11 Abdallah, Faye G.a "Let the Patients Tell Us 
!i Where We Fail," The I•fodern Hospital 85: 71, August 1955. 
ii 15 
11 Stephens, J .M.I Educational Ps:zcholoQ1 New York, 
11 Henry Holt ond Company, 1956, p.66S 
li 
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In contrast to planned teaching, use of t11e incidental 
method implies that nurses teach by example, by answering 
questions and by gi~ing instructions and information necessary 
to meet an immediate situation. The use of the incidental 
method, which is everyone•s responsibility, becomes no one's 
responsibility and the patient is not well prepared for 
mastering D new and frizhtening experience. In response to 
an identical question asked of the various personnel caring 
for him, the patient may receive conflicting answers • 
.Besides undermining his confidence in his parents as well as 
in the sta.r:r, this lack of agreement is a source of contusion 
and irritation. 
16 Streeter , after investigating the teaching done in 
eight general hospitals in a large metropolitan area, made 
some suggestions for the improvement of patient teaching: 
" To standardize the general teaching content, 
written materials are needed. These guides 
form an important part of a new nurse's orientation 
and prevent the confusion which occurs when each 
person teaches the patient differently. ~ney help 
the nurse to know what to teach and also make it 
possible for the doctor to make suggestions 
regarding the teaching content for his particular 
patients." 
18 Streeter, Virginia: "The Nurse's Responsibility 
I for Teaching Patients," The American Journal of Nursing, 
II 53: 818, July, 1953. 
il 
!I I, 
il 
II 
I' 
II 
I' 
1: 
d 
'I ll p d 
il 
II 
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17 Skinner developed a teaching program for the 
cardiac patient. A complete outline of the teaching program 
was kept in a folder in the ward library. Feener18 also 
made a study of patients with cardiac disease which involved 
the construction and use of a teeching guide. She concluded 
that patients taught through the use of' the guide were more 
coopere ti ve and had a better understanding of the h .. condi t1on 
thsn petients net tC&ught i:.:1 this way. 
Concerning the use of teaching guides in preparing 
19 patients for new and strange experiences, Tolle.:f'srud 
stated: 
" •••••• •. • ,cOl'lS1stent use of the . ;_:ide will incresse 
the nurse's skill in teaching patients 1 which is one 
phase of giving comprehensive nursing care." 
17 Skinner, Geraldine et al.: "To Nurse is to TeaCh," 
The AmeriQan ~ourn!1 ot Nursing, 58t 92, January, 1958. 
18 Feener, Emily L.a "The Construction and Evaluation 
of a Teaching Guide Used by Professional Nurses for Seleoted 
Patients with Cardiac Disease," Unpublished r~taster'.s Thesis, 
Boston University, 1958 
19 Tollefsrud, Valborg E.: "Wetre for Educating Our 
Patients," The American Journal of ~ursing 1 56; 1009, August 1 1956, " 
- 19 -
Bases for HJEothes~s 
In preparing a school-age patient for anesthesia and 
surgery, his age and level of development are important 
considerations. Planned teaching, through the use of a 
guide, would aid the patient in understanding his role and 
would be equally effective in reducing the traumatic effect 
of surgery. 
A general preview o:r what is going to happen in the 
immediate future will greatly diminish the child's natural 
worry about the unknown. On the basis of what has been 
said thus far, in relation to planned and incidental teaChing, 
two questions seem to present themselves. Firstj are there 
~ differences in patients who have been subjects of these 
different ideas and practices? Second, if there are differ• 
ences between patients prepared for surgery by a planned 
teaching guide as opposed to those prepared by incidental 
teaching, which of these practices seems to offer patients 
the most favorable preparation tor surgery? 
Statement o£ Hypothesis 
T.ne questions mentioned above formed the bases or 
a problem tor this stud7 and resUlted in the following 
hypothesis: School-age patients who receive planned 
preparation tor surgery through a teaChing gu1de 1 in contrast 
to patients who receive incidental or no preparation, receive 
a more favorable preparation for surgery. 
Chapter III 
METHODOLOGY 
Selection and Description of SemEle 
The hospital selected ror this study was a large city 
hospital located in Massachusetts, This is a general 
hospital which has a separate building devoted to a general-
ized pediatric service. The types or patients admitted to 
the pediatric unit represent a wide variety of clinical 
conditions. For purposes ot this study only female surgical 
patients, between the ages of six end ten years of age, who 
had been admitted for Eye, Ear, Nose end Throat operations 
were included in this investigation. 
Tonsillectomies at this hospital ere scheduled three 
times a week, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, with an average 
of three to five cases per day. In this hospital the general 
rule for tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy patients is one 
which includes admission of the child the day of operation, 
operation of service patients between 1:00 P.M. and 2:00 P.M. 
and discharge the following morning or afternoon. Patients 
admitted for eye operations are usually scheduled on Tuesday 
or Thursday with an average of two cases per day. These 
patients ere usually admitted the day before operation, are 
• 21 .. 
operated on the following morning and are discharged on 
the second postoperative day. 
The patients were divided into two parallel groups, 
according to random selection and asaign~ent, the 
experimental and the control groups. A single or independent 
variable, the use of a teaching guide, was used only with 
the experimental group. 
Patients for the control group were selected and 
randomly assigned tn the s111me manner as the experimental 
group. The same criteria were used in matching both groups. 
The randomization process was supplemented by 
matching the following criteria in the selection of patients: 
The Experimentsl Grou;e 
1. Sohool•age children between six and ten years 
ot age. 
2. Sext female 
s. Children meeting the first and second criteria 
and having an operation for the first time. 
4. Operation: Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat operation. 
5. Children located on same surgical floor. 
The Contro~ Group 
1. School-age children between six and ten years 
of age. 
2, Sex: female 
z. Children meeting the first and second criteria 
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and having an operation :for the first time. 
4. Operation: Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat operation. 
5. Children located on the same surgical floor as 
experimental patients. 
When two patients were admitted tt the same time 
the child whose name was closer to "A" was as:,igne6 to the 
experimental group whereas the child whose name WBS closer 
to "Z" was essigned to the control group. This process of 
random assignment o:r the children to either group in tht-l 
study was done largely to eliminate the effects o:r the 
extraneous variables. 
A record was kept of the name end code number of 
each patient on a "patient data sheet"; aleo included on 
this record was the patient's pre-operative and post• 
operative emotional statu• as determined during guided 
interviews at that time. These interviews, on both the 
experimental and control patients, were conducted by this 
1nve•t1gator in an atmosphere of warmth and permissiveness. 
A ~ehsdule of questions was prepared for both pre-operative 
and postoperative interviews, ~ut the form of presentations 
was not r1~1;ly followed. In many instances, verbal re• 
assurances were given on the basis of refleetine ~~e patient's 
feelings. Each interview took about one hour and no mention 
was made of having two groups participating in the study. 
-13-
The children in both groups were exposed to the same 
general atmosphere or the same pediatric ward; this was one 
of friendliness, warmth and happiness. All subjects in the 
study participated in the play program and were given equal 
opportunities to master the hospital and operative experience 
through the work of play. Chuan1 has stated that guided 
activities during play contribute to the emotional and social 
development of the child, by providing a climate that permits 
the expression of tension and feelings in a socially accept• 
able way. Eventually, aa the individual child and the 
group increase in their ability to relate end adapt the 
activity to their needs, improvement in physical growth and 
personality developmemt is often effected. 
The experimentsl group consisted of three tonsillectomy 
and adenoidectomy patients, ages:s1x, seven and nine years of 
age and two eye patients, agea: eight and ten years of age. 
The control group consisted of two tonsillectomy and 
adenoidectomy patients, ages: six and eight years of sgeJ two 
eye patients, ages: eight and nine years of age. The fifth 
member of this group was a ten year old admitted for correct• 
ion of ear deformity. 
l 
Chuan, Marian: "Report on Play Programs," Nursing 
Qutlook, July, 1957. 
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Tools Used to Collegt Datg 
There were tour tools to eolleet the datal (1) Teach-
ing guide, (2) Student informatiou sheet, (3) Observation, 
and (4) Interview. 
I. Student Information Sheet 
The student 1ntormat1on aheet was developed before 
the teaching guide as it seemed logical to decide on the 
content to be included before proceeding with instructions 
for teaching. The information sheet was used to supplement 
the teaching as necessary. Preliminary steps to writing the 
information sheet included conferences with the headnurse of 
the surgical department in which the study data was collected; 
the supervisor of the operating room and an anesthetist of 
the hospital were consulted as to operative routines prior 
to anesthesia and operationJ and observation of the entire 
reality experience, all inclusive of pre-operative end post-
operatives routines, was made possible by accompanying 
several children to the operating room. The problem and need 
of preparing children for surgery was also discussed at 
length during a Child-Psychiatric Conference. Many suggest• 
ions were made concerning psychological preparation as well 
as ways of helping children to assimilate what was going on 
around them. These ideas were subsquently incorporated in 
the information sheet and were also used in developing the 
teaching guide. 
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II. Teaching Guide 
The teaching guide was constructed for the stud7 and 
used as an experimental tool. Before writing instructions 
for the student teacher, principles of learning and teaching 
were reviewed. Althougb learning cannot be predicted 
precisely, results are better when the principles of learning 
2 
are applied to the teaching. Principles of learning were 
applied in the construction of the guide. For example, the 
principle of individual differences, in relation to age 
and level of understanding, was recognized in the guide of 
instructions numbered 3 and 4, Appendix A. The principle of 
motivation was the basis tor instruction number 5 which 
directed the student using the guide to inform the patient 
ot the time and place of the operation. The patient was 
informed about what would happen before, during end after 
the operation by means of reality-oriented reassurances which 
were intended to be effective at the time when experiences 
actually materialized. 
2 Johnson, Earl A. and Michael L. Eldon: Principles 
of Teachins, All70 and Bacon, Inc., Boston, 1958, p.!!i. 
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Awareness of the effect of anxiety on learning and 
degree of patient assimilation prompted inclusion of the 
following statement in the student orientation: "It is not 
the intellectual knowledge of details of the hospital routine, 
nor is it the knowledge of other numerous facts that count in 
toto, it is rather the ability of the school-age child to 
make use of this information to help him master the new 
situation with which he is confronted." Actually, the school-
age child is capable of functioning in a more integrated and 
independent way than the younger child who has had limited 
past experiences; therefore, he is expected to do more for 
himself to master the more important kind of strange 
experiences during this develop~ental stage. A multi-sensory 
approach was applied by instructing the nurse to give to the 
patient drawing materials with which he could express his 
true feelings if he desired to do so. 
Further provision for effective use of the guide was 
made by inclusion of the following measures which were used 
as guideposts for the studentl 1. The child was to be given 
a forthright and honest explanation of the reHsons for the 
operation (re-interpreting what he knows in order to clarity 
any misconceptions he may have). 2. The element of surprise 
and confusion was to be avoided throughout his hospital stay. 
a. It was to be explained to the child that the purpose of 
:j 
1: 
1l 
n 
:I 
;j 
d 
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anesthesia was to spare him pain during the operation. He 
II !i was also to be assured that this forced sleep was temporary 
.I 
n and that it would be followed by complete awakening. 
i! 
:i 
i\ students were encouraged to communicate freely with the 
~ l 
The 
parents pointing out their child's need for constant reassur-
,, ance and affection during the postopersti ve period. 
;/ 
11 
To 
ij I, li further facilitate use or the guide a resource bibliography 
•I 
i ~ 
:: was also included (Appendix B). 
III. Interview 
The guided pre-operative and postoperative interview 
was the method used by this writer for the collection of 
data from the child in both groups. Shortly before each 
~ \ 
i\ patient went to the operating room, the child was asked 
!; 
li three leading questions (Appendix E) which were designed to 
I! 
li determine the amount and adequacy of the preparatory infor-
\\ 
(1 ,, 
mstion received by each surgical patient in the study. Pre-
operatively, the child was also asked seven open-ended 
questions (Appendix F); these were introduced to help assess 
the patient's awareness of reality experiences and to obtain 
;1 a more complete picture of the patient's pre-operative il 
1! concerns. 
i! 
d Pos topers ti vely, the day after operation, tr1i s 
,, investigator asked each patient's postoperative concerns. 
'i 
II 
\{ 
•! 
:j 
il 
u 
II 
IV. Observation 
General observation of each child in the study. The 
H 
il 
II 
II 
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reactions of these children were observed both pre-operatively 
and postoperatively. This method was selected as a means of 
observing children who had been prepared for surgery by one 
of two teaching methods--planned teaching or incidental 
teaching. 
Procurement of Data 
When the teaching guide was completed, four weekly 
conferences were held with one of the four senior students 
who was participating in the study; each attending during 
the week she was assigned to the Children's Project. The 
purpose of the study was made known to each student, and 
during each of the conferences a detailed explanation was 
given concerning the use et the guide. Principles of learn-
ing underlying the instructi~n• were discussed, and special 
emphasis was given to adjusting teaching to the individual 
patient. The students asked numerous questions concerning 
patient teaching and pre-operative and postoperative routines 
pertaining t~ this particular hospital. 
Use of a guide as o teaching aid was a new experience 
for all of the students. All four of the students pert-
icipating in this study were affiliating senior students in 
pediatrics; all were in the ~oceas of completing their 
three months assignments to this hospital, end all would be 
graduating from their home schools within a few months. None 
of the four students had previously accompanied a patient to 
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the operating room nor were they entirely fa~iliar with 
operative ~outines in this particular hospital. 
The criteria for the selection o.: patients were 
discussed with each of the students. In t~ls study, the 
school-age patients, as they arrived on the s·:.1rgical floor 
were randomly assi,gned to ~;roups representing the two alter-
natives under atudy•-teaching guide or no teaohine guide. 
This random method of assignment was intended to result in a 
chance selection supplemented by ~atching of the sub-groups. 
After each stuaent had been given individuel instruct-
ion in the ut:e of the teaching £.,"111de, s~1e W8s then aslted to 
ascertain from: the record and from conversation with the 
patient whether or not he met the eta ted cri teri.a of a "study" 
patient who was to be prepf!red for surgery t',1rough the use 
of s pl~nned teaching guide. When such h<id been determined, 
she then proceeded to prepfire her P'' tient for sur eery by 
establishing a one-to-one relationship with him, and by 
communicating reality-orie~ted experiences to him--"tailor-
made" in terms of his individual needs. After this had been 
accomplished at the pte tient• s bedside, both the pr. tient and 
the student re-joined the play group in the ward; wherein 
the patient was el1C01.lraged to utilize th.e information which 
he now possessed in order to master the impending situation. 
Each student was instructed to accompany both an experimental 
and a control patient to the operating z•oom. One student 
,. 
:i 
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had the opportunity to teach two patients, and three students 
used the guide only once. 
P4ltients in the experimental group arrived in the 
j; 
\! operating room having been exposed through planned teaching 
li l,i 
Ji 
.. 
;i 
to information concerning what was to be done and. why, 
supplemented by numerous reaaautances in the ability of 
authority figures to serve as "trustworthy figures." 
Patients in the control group arrived in the operating 
ij room with an indeterminate amount and quality of teaching. 
Each patient in this group was taught as the particular ;l 
'i ii person working with him felt that he needed to be taught at 
!j that particular time; oftentimes, little or no teaching was 
II 
:1 done. Nursing personnel on the .floor and in the operating 
room were aware that a study was being made, but they had 
li 
!i 
:j 
il 
no information concerning the patients who had been randomly 
il 
1 assigned to the study. It was believed that possession of 
,: 
\l. 
II 
ti 
!I 
li 
n 
'I il 
:r 
:] ,, 
this knowledge by the nursing staff during the pre-operative 
phase would have introduced another variable. 
The study extended over s period of four weeks. 
i! 
>I !I Results of the investigation are reported in the following 
!I 
'i 
:I 
,; 
1! I; 
11 
\I I, 
'I 
il 
ii 
,I 
'I 
II !, 
I' 
I 
I 
chapter. 
Chapter IV 
FINDINGS 
INTRODUCTION 
The results or a number of experimental studies which 
1 
hav$ been reported by several different investigators, 
especially concerning psychological preparation of children 
tor S'~eery, suggest that when children are given accurate 
information along with various reassurances, they are less 
likely to become emotionally disturbed during the post-
operative period. The Albany research project demonstrated 
the role of sympathetic medical and nursing personnel and 
the possibilities of preparation for operation in a hospital 
which does not have extensive psychiatric services for 
2 
children. One of the most obvious implications derived from 
these studies is that pamphlets, formal lectures, films, and 
l 
Jackson, K.R., R. Winkley, o.Faust et al.: "Behavior 
Chanfes Indicating Emotional Trauma in Tons1lleotom1zed Child-
ren, Pediatrics, 121 23·28, April, 1953. 
Prugh, op cit. p.7o. 
2 
Albany Reaearch Project, op cit, P• 76. 
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other prepackaged messages cannot be counted upon to do 
the entire job of surgical preparation for the school-age 
pstient or his parents. The give-and-take of direct verbal 
interaction between the person beine prepared snd the one 
doing the preparing is probably an essential condition for 
determining the way in which inform::\ ti onsl and supportive 
content from the giide is perceived and assimilated. Con-
sequently, to obtain evidence for testing the behaviorol 
consequences or plenned preparation of achool•age children 
for surgery through the medium o:f a teaching guide, it was 
necessary to procure data from a controlled experiment in 
which postoperative comparisons were made between one group 
of patients prepared by using a teaching guide end an equiv-
alent group of control patients who had not. 
Presentation and Analysis of Data 
It had been postulated that if school-age children 
were prepared for surgery through the use of a teaching guide, 
they would receive a more favorable prept?X'~ltion than those 
children who received incidental or no preparation. At the 
conclusion of the study, it was 1'ound that there were di.tfer-
ences in patients who had been subjects of these different 
p:rsctices e iinalysis of t:1e responses of the experimental 
and control groups was based on ti1.ree objective questions 
(Appendix F} which were designed to determine the amou~Ot end 
adequacy of information received by each surgical patient. 
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All ten patients responded to all sections of all three 
questions and these were sorted thusly: 
l. Experimental Group Patients: F'our patients report-
ed having received practically all of the information in adv-
&nee concerning the unpleasant features of the oper~:-;t1on. One 
six year old, the youngest in the group, reported that she 
had been told about a few of the unpleasant things that 
actually did occur. Actually this patient indic~ted that 
she was somewhat uninformed prior to surgery, but evidently 
she had failed to assimilate what had been communicated to 
her, or she had forgotten it as a result of defensive 
personality needs. 
2. Control Group Patients: Four patients had con-
sistently reported in their answers to all three questions 
that they had received no information from authority figures 
concerning the unpleasant aspects of the operation. One 
patient reported having received e little information from 
her nurse the morning of the operation. She had been told 
that she would not be given anything to est or drink that 
morning. 
An attempt has been made to summarize the reactions 
of all ten children in the •tudy based on the overall 
intensity of concerns exp.t>E'!!'leed by the children after pre• 
operative and postoperative interviews. Immediately after 
each interview, the interviewer assigned ratings indicating 
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the overall intensity of reaction by the patient. A rating 
of l indicated that the patient showed little concern 
about the operation, tended to conceal her :feelings, or 
placed little e~hasia on the operation. A rating o:f' 2 
meant that the patient showed moderate concern or fear 
which she handled in a well-controlled manner. This patient 
was usually motivated to develop reality-oriented reassur• 
ances and gained considerable relie£ :from them. A rating 
o:f' 3 meant that the patient showed a high degree of 
concern and displayed strong emotional reactions such as 
extreme excitability, crying, and nervousness. These 
ratings are very similar to Janis' classification o:f' 
patients into groups that showed low, moderate, and high 
3 
anticipatory tear. 
3 Janie, op cit, P• 312. 
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TABLE I 
Subjects in Experimental Group 
( By Name, Age, Diagnosis, Days Hospitalized, Pre-operative 
Rating and Postoperative Rating) 
Days Pre-op Poe top. 
Name Ase Diagnosis Hosp. Rating Rating 
-
Susan ••••• 6 Hypertrophied Tonails 2 2 2 
Deborah. •. 6i Hypertrophied Tonsils 2 1 8 
Mable ••••• a Strabismus (eye) 8 1 2 
Elizabeth. 9 Otitis Media 4 2 2 (Myringotomy) 
Patricia •• 10 Strabismus 3 2 2 
The intensity ratings are being presented only to 
give indications of each patient's emotional status during 
tl1e pre-operative and postoperative phases of the op~rative 
cycle. Therefore, they are not intended to provide any 
statistically valid summation of this writer's observations. 
The child who was not motivated to develop an awareness of 
the reality situation, used denial and was unable to express 
her feelings rated 1 (Low anticipatory fear). The child 
who indicated her awareness of the reality situation in 
which she round herself and who was able to express her 
reelings was included in rating 2 (Moderate anticipatory 
.fear). By contrast, the child who was unable to master 
the surgical experience reacted with panic, complete denial, 
crying and excitability rated 3 (High Anticipatory fear). 
•3a• 
BJ the same token, it was not necessarily the child who 
created the greatest disturbance and fussed the moat who 
was included in this group. Also included in group 3 was 
the child who was unable to utilise either rantaay or 
reality to help her face the actuality of her plight. EaCh 
patient's pre-operative intensity rating has been compared 
with her postoperative rataing. 
TABLE II 
Subjects in Control Group 
(By Name, Age,D1agnosia 1 Dars Hospitalised, Pre-operative 
Rating and Postoperative Rating) 
Name Ase ~~asnosia 
Donn•••••• 6 
Shirley ••• 8 
Gloria •••• a 
Vioki••••• 9 
Hypertrophied Tonsils 
Strabismus ( .,...) 
HJtertrophied Tonsils (poatop. bleeding) 
Strabismus 
Nancy••••• 10 Ear Deformity 
Days 
Hoap, 
Pre•op Postop. 
Rating Rating 
l 
1 
2 
1 
l 
2 
3 
3 
$ 
I 
Patients in both groups engaged in the play activities 
and were inclined to become restless trom time to time. SJ 
comp.aring the intensitr rating• ot both groups there were 
four children in the experimental group who handled the 
surgical experience adequately and one reae*ed very poorly. 
Although the surgical experience seemed to arouse 
some anxiety in practically all of the children who 
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participated in the study, the majority seemed able to 
master and integrate the experience without any immediate 
signs of emotional consequences, Two children in the control 
group fell into this category and four children in the 
experiJJJental group did likewise. For these c11ildren 1 the 
operation was a constructive experience capable of enhancing 
the ego. 
It became evident during the study that acknowledge-
ment of fear and expression of anxiety in plt:;y &nd talk tend-
ed to enhance assimilation. With regard to Debbie, Shirley 
and Vickie, suppression, denial, and over-control of fear 
collapsed with a bang; all of which confirms the general 
" view-point that lack of anxiety is prognostically a bad sig:n. 
Encouraging the child to express his fears, however, was not 
interpreted in this study as inviting the child to 0ive up 
control completely. 
Relationship Between Pre-operative Information and 
Postoperative Emotional Tension. 
There were marked differences between the experimental 
and control groups in the intensity of concerns expressed by 
the children and in the occurrence of postoperative emotional 
tensions. This was demonstrated by comparing both groups on 
the three objective items dealing with postoperBtive reactions. 
Janis' study demonstrated that these items were the three 
objective questions which yielded differences in the expected 
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direction between the low and moderate .fear r,roups. The 
speciric measures were as follows: 
Question l (Appendix F) Number reporting that they 
felt disturbed postoperBtively when thinking about the 
operation. 
Question 16 (Appendix F) Number responding "slightly 
angry" or "very angry" when asked if they had .felt angry or 
annoyed on the day of their operation. 
Question 18 (Appendix F) Number reporting only an 
intermediate or low degree o.f confidence in the nursing starr 
during postoperative phase. 
TABLE III 
Comparison of Experimental and Control Groups on Three 
Measures or Postoperative Adjustment. 
Question lt Current emotional disturbance when recalling 
the operation. 
Experimental 
(Informed Group) 
Disturbed 
l 
Not Disturbed 
Control ,-----a l 2 
(Uninformed Group) .__ ------- '-·-·--····-····· 
4 Janis, op cit, P• 227. 
I Number : 5 
" 
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Question 16: (Appendix F) Anger or annoyance reactions on 
day of operation. 
High Moderate Low 
Experimental 
(Informed Group) 1 Number = 5 
Control 
(Uninformed Group} 
Question 181 (Appendix F) Confidence in the 
postoperatively. 
High Moderate 
Experimental r 3 11 , (In .formed Group) 
I---~-···r Control 1 (Uninformed Group) 
2 llumber : 5 
nursing start 
Low 
1 Ntnllber I 5 
_,Number -2 
-
5 
The results in Table III show the comparisons bet• 
ween the experimental and control groups on the three 
criteria measures. I.f children's responses are accepted as 
valid evidence, it can be inferred that those who were told 
practically nothing about the unpleasant aspects of' the 
operation beforehand were more inclined than the others to 
display intense annoyance or anger reactions on the day of 
operation. These same patients were more inclined to develop 
unfavorable attitudes toward the nursing staf'f and to 
experience sustained emotional disturbances unti..l discharge 
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were ward patients llho stated that they were unaware of their 
doctors• names. Only one patient in the study pr•ojected any 
anger o~ blame towsrd any surgeon and she belonged in the 
experimental group. lt"r.'lile waiting to be wheeled .from the 
corridor into the operating room, Patricia, age 10, stated 
to the student who had accompanied her, "If thet doctor puts 
something in my eye end hurts it so I can't see, ray mother 
can sue him." None of the children in the control group 
verbalized explici te complaints about inadequate inforr:H:. tion 
but each or the :ti ve children in the control group was 
resentful of authority figures for having misled them. For 
example, one child in the control group gave the following 
explanation for her anger reaction, "I was so mad at my 
mother cause she didn't tell me my eyes would hurt this 
much---It's these things (pointing to eye dressings} that 
make it hurt." .She continued, "don 1 t nurses come this far 
in here•~-I was calling and calling but nobody could hear 
me." When she was asked to feed herself at lunch time, she 
experienced much t;~rtger and frustration. and when she 
unwittingly planked the palm of her hand in the mashed 
potatoes, she began crying end angrily shouted "take these 
things off my eyes•-•they hurt me." 
The findings attribute a casual role to preparatory 
information; as demonstrated in this study through the 
medium of a teaching guide. The dominant tendency of the 
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children in the experimental group appeared to be that of 
denying problematical dangers. For example, Debbie, age: 
6i1 attempted to minimize the danger after becoming aware 
ot the reality experiences that would actually occur. In 
group play, she drew a picture of her house and next to it 
she drew a picture of the th:ree sto~ dwelling in Which her 
grandmother lived. She talked freely ot her school exper-
iences and of the "wonc!otu.l ttae• she had there. Her rear 
reactions were not extinguished but, rather, were temporarily 
held in Check, aa long as no clear-cut signa of danger were 
brought to her focus of attention. The following morning 
after the operation her play activity was different in that 
she demonstrated a sterile manipulation of jtla,- materials. 
She walked aw•y frequently, going to her bedside, to re• 
arrange her few personal possessions in preparation tor 
her discl1arge 1 only to return to the group for another short 
period. Unfortunately, due to the late arrival ot her 
mother, she was not taken home until 5t~O P.M. and until 
that time she seemed plagued with much anxiety. Interest• 
ingly enough, the youngest subjects in both groups attempted 
to alleviate their anxiety by thinking of compensatory gains 
from Which both derived much reassurance. Debbie, mentioned 
above, anticipated a new dress, hat and coat when she arrived 
home; Donna, on the other hand, was looking forward to 
possessing a shin,-, new necklace-·8 just like the kind Mummy 
-~-·--~- ------~. ·---~- ~-- -~- - . ·-·-
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has." 
Certain hospital experiences plocc more of' a strain 
upon s child than others--for example, eye surgery, which 
renders the child incapable of maintaining sensory contact 
with his environment. Two strabismus patients wer•e included 
in both groups, thereby enabling the students participtl ting 
in the study to prepare two study patients using the GUide; 
the two eye pntients in the control group reoeived incidental 
or no preparation • Pre-oper:. ti vely, t:he l:JOlmting feeling of 
distrust and hostility in the two control patients who 
received •1ery 11 ttle preparation or reass lrances, a~)peBred 
to have been a direct reaction to the fsct that operation 
time was close at hand. Forinstsnee, while discussing her 
concerns during postoperative interview, Shirley responded, 
"I hated wai t:tng on th8 t carriage bed up-stairs in the oper-
ating room---waiting for someone I didn't know to put me 
asleep. I i.1ate to think about it now." To the question, 
"Can you remember how you felt when you were awakening after 
the operation?", Shirley replied, "At first I made bel,eve 
I was still sleeping because I didn't know it wes over---
then I got sick :tn my stomach---I was so sick that I th011ght 
the doctor took my tonsils out too." Shirley then asked, 
"Do eyes bleed when they fix them?--Is thst why I got 
bandages on?" To the question, "How are you feeling now?n, 
she responded with another question, uwhen you bleed alot, 
-.a-
can you drown from awollOW!ng too much blood?u••·"My friend 
said th~ t she almost drowt~ed trorn bleeding t>lfter she r;ot 
her tonsils out." This seems to epitomize rath.er olenrl7 
a subjective etate wh1eh aroused on emotional disturbance 
dur3ng the 1-:n?.:'!ediate poatopernt1ve phase. Fort-.tely, 
Shirley could verbal1ae her .feeling• aa tht d~y progressed. 
In oo~pa~1ng the behavioral reactions or tho "pre• 
pared• end Runprepsred• eye patients alone, analysis or 
data eleorly demonstrated the influence of pre-operative 
preparation thl'ouqjl the ~:.tedium ot a teaching guide. Such 
preparation involved morfl than eimply imparting 1n.tormat1on 
to patients. Intellectual preparednese did help the study 
patients to maintain a proper reality orientation, but it was 
the indi v.1duallaed inner preparedness that at.fected the 
final outcome. By inner preparedness Kaplan5 retera to the 
extent to which the child haa been able to master his anxiety 
and merahall hi a def'enaee to cope w1 th an i:r.Jpendinc danger. 
Aa evidence« in th1a atudJt the manner 1n which this inner 
prep~redneas ••• aChieved varied from one child to the next. 
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Forinstanee 1 Debbie 1 se::e: 6~·, r.taintained her own misconcept-
ions and fantasies ebout the operation despite having received 
accurate informution end personalized reassur·ences. Pre-
operatively, Debbie adhered to the thoug..'lt that the whole 
thing wae going to be a gay, good time. 
The kind of concerns expressed by each of the patients 
in the study during the pre-operative interviews were as 
follows to the following questionl "When you think about the 
operation, what do you seem to think about the most?" 
Experimental Group Responses: 
Deborah--Age: 6i----
Mabel••Age: 8-------
Elizabeth--Age: 9·-·-
Patricia••Age: 10---
"The needles"--·"where do they pin you?" 
"My mumrni is going to bring me some ice-
cream." I'm going to get a new coat, 
dress and hat too." 
(was.unoble to verbalize about the 
operation) 
"I'm wondering if it's ~oing to hurt 
much when it's done." Do I have to 
have bandages on when I come bsck---I 
don't want to have my eyes covered." 
"The operation--how far will the doctor 
fix in my ear?" "I won't be asl,ep too 
long, will I?" 
"I'm arraid--I keep wondering i:f I'm 
going to wake up while they are oper-
ating.• "How does Ether smell?ta 
Control Grou~ Responses:, (to the same question asked of 
experimental group) 
Donna--Agel 6------- "I was supposed to go home this rnorning 
--how come my mother's not here?" "I 
~ot bad tonsils••r.'IY mother said so.*' 
Is the place tar where the doctor 
.fixes them?" 
Shirley••Agel 8·•·--
Gloria--Age: 8------
Vickie--Age: 9·-----
Naney••Age: 10------
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ni think about the hurt." "Do fixed 
eyes hurt more than sore fingers?" 
"I think about going to sleep." "I 
hope I wake up as soon as the tonsils 
are out." 0 Did you ever have your 
tonsils out?" "When am I going to ~et 
something to drink, I'm so thirsty? 
"I don't want it to hurt--my mother said 
it wouldn't•" (crying) "I don't want 
to stay here, I want to go home now---
call my mother---tell her to come for 
me." 
"I think sometimes about the operation 
and going to sleep with the Ether." 
"Do you think the cut on ml ear is 
going to be a big one?". How long 
do you think the operation is going to 
take?" 
In some cases the c!1ild1 s emotional reactions 
appeared with dramatic vividness, whereaa in others, it was 
difficult to properly evaluate the extent to which suppress-
ion and denial were oloudine the picture. The focus of 
anxiety for the majority of the children in both groups 
fluctuated in varying degrees from hospital, operation, 
needles and anesthesia. The children in the experimental 
group, on the whole, indicated an awareness of the reality 
situation, end were able to express their feelings; whereas, 
the children in the control group appeared to be seeking 
reality-oriented reassurances. 
The kind of concerns expressed during the postoper-
ative interview to the question, "Now that it is all over, 
what do you think were the most unpleasant things about the 
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operation?" The responses ot both groups were as follows: 
Experimental group: 
Susan: 
Deborah: 
Mabel a 
Elizabeth: 
Patricia: 
Control Group: 
Donne t 
Shirley a 
Gloria: 
Vickie: 
"The needles" "My mother said she was going 
to come to see me yesterday, but she didn't•" 
"The hurt from the big needle---it hurts me 
to sit." (Cryin§) "My ears hurt too much and 
I can't swallow. 
"It's worse after the operation cause I can't 
see to do things." "I feel ell wet in front--
I spilled my juice on the chair and I'm sitting 
on it." 
"The awful feeling I had when I was going to 
sleep." "Like I was talling-·-I tried to stay 
awake as long as I could---! remember a men 
said "she's a little devil"--·then I don't 
remember any more." 
"When they took the bandages off my eyes, I 
was afraid the operation was no good, because 
I couldn't see---then I began to see every• 
thing blue." "Then I got dizzy and put my 
face in my pillow." 
(Responses to same question:) 
"When they took me away up-stairs, I was afraid 
my mother couldn't find me." "Can't My mother 
stay here if she wants to?" "Why does it ht~t 
so muoht" 
"The bandages---take them orr---they hurt." 
"You put them on too tight." "My mother will 
take them orr." 
"Going to sleep and the pain from the needles." 
"I was afraid of what could happen to me when 
I was asleep." (Whispering) "I dan•t talk like 
before---did they go too .fsr down in my throat?" 
"The operation"---"Will I see all right when 
the band&Res are off?" "I feel all alone here." (Crying) - .. I • m not supposed to be he1•e now---
my mother said she would take me home right 
after my eyes were fixed." 
N'ancy: 
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"Uothing" (Had hands clinched together, i'nd 
stoic facial expression.) "Is my ear going to 
be ell 1'1xed when the bandage is taken off?" 
"How long was I asleep---did I say anything?" 
The responses of the control group indicate that 
when actual suffering or pain occurred, it came as a some-
what shocking surprise and was frequently interpreted es 
:meaning thut someone had .failed to treat them properly. The 
usual postoperative pains and discomforts tended to be re-
garded as unnecessary accidents caused by the hospital staff. 
Patients :i.n the control group tended to rel{Ot more withdrawn 
and to exhibit varying degrees o:f anxiety and depression. 
Two o.f the patients offered some resistance to postoperl:'tive 
medical procedures administered by nursing personnel. Patients 
in this group also seemed to be more sensitive to the sounds 
ot crying patients and the sights of hospital routines. 
Debbie, sget 6i, was the only patient in the experimental 
rroup who reacted with more emotional tension than had been 
anticipated. Debbie's reaction to planned preparation by 
way of a teaching guide illustrated the necessity for adjust-
ing teaching and for tailoring reality-reassurances to the 
individual patient. 
Summary 
The effectiveness of the guide in the preparation 
of school-see patients for surgery has been demonstrated in 
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this $tud.y espeo1Qlly through 1 t:J use in r·eve~li.ng t~H.~ 
reality experiences to turgical patients. \.:rn t·:,ft bs~ds of 
oomparintr; rc~:ponses of petieuts In tho e.xper1r:1entr.:l p;roup, 
the control group who e.xperionoed a terrr>:ri£in;::: and over-
powering ordeal beeeuae ot inadequate prepnratlon 1 tLo 
hypotheaie wes St:tbstantisted. 
Chapter V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECO?!J.MENDATIONS 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to determine whet 
effect the use of a planned teaching guide would have on 
bringing about a favorable hospital preparation for Eye, Ear, 
Nose & Throat surgery on school-age children as opposed to 
the incidental preparation of children in the some age group. 
A teaching guide was developed for the study which 
included suggested content and teaching methods. An infor-
" mation sheet for the student, related to the concepts involved 
in communicating reality-oriented reassurances, was also 
constructed. 
Two parallel groups ot patients were used in the 
study. The patients were randomly selected and assigned to 
either the experimental or control groups; randomization was 
done for the purpose of largely eliminating the effects of 
the extraneous variables. This process of random assignment 
was also supplemented by matching of key variables, such as 
the following: (1) school-age, female patients between the 
ages of six and ten; (2) patients undergoing surger.y tor the 
first time; (3) Specifically, Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat 
surgery; (4) patients located on the same surgical floor. 
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The teaching guide and student information sheet 
were used by four student nurses preparing five patients 
in the experimental group. A control group of five patients 
recieved no planned preparation; the patients in this 
group received incidental or no preparation. 
Conclusions 
1. Planned teaching, through the use of a teaching 
guide, was instrumental in promoting a favorable 
preparation for surgery. 
2. When teaching was adjusted to the individual 
patient, according to age and level ot develop-
ment, the desired results of strengthening a 
child's courage and self-assurance were obtained. 
a. Through analysis of data, it was shown that the 
young school-age child benefits more from reality-
oriented reassurances than she does from fact-
giving information. 
4. Factual preparation, alone, does not prevent 
emotional trauma in surgical patients; it must 
be coupled by tailormade reassurances communicated 
by a warm and accepting individual. 
The hypothesis that there would be a more favorable 
preparation for surgery among school-age patients prepared 
throue-,h the use of a teaching guide then among pstients who 
received 1noidental or no preparation was supported by the 
:i 
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data from the study. 
Recommendations 
The following recon1mendat:tons are made t 
1. That the present study be repeated using a 
larger sample. 
2. 'l'hat another study be done involving patients, 
.five and six years old only, to determine the 
influence of age on the effectiveness of a 
teaching guide ss a technique for promoting 
positive surgical experiences. 
3. That the role of the student in patient teaching 
be promulgated for ell to see and appreciste as 
one capable of providing the child patient with 
a friendly snd sympathetic audience, as the 
childfs individual needs come to the fore. 
4. That a study be done to determine why r.wdical 
personnel, in general, are threatened by t!1e pro-
spect of prepnrlng Sll.rgical patients for surgery. 
5. That all students in an educational program be 
given the opportunity of utilizing a planned 
teaching guide for preparing a patient for 
surgery. All inclusive of the following exper• 
iences: ( 1) admitting and orienting the patient 
to the ward; (2) familiarizing the patient with 
hospital practices; (3) utilizing interview 
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skills on p8rents and pstient; (4) partici-
pating with patie~t in play activities, helping 
the ps.tient to reduce his cnxiety and fear of 
t!:le unknown; (5) preparinc; tb.e patient for 
surgery by co;'!'l~uu.nicnting reali ty ... oriented 
experiences t!1ot will actually happen to him; 
(6) accompanying the pctle:nt to the operating 
room, and stoying with him tmtil he w~s snes• 
thesised; (7) being there, ct his bedside, 
w:.1en the patient returned :!'I'Or::l the recovery 
room; (8) before discharge, inter:pretl.ng to 
per en ts the child 1 s expected chan "~e of behavior 1 
and the why of this ant:tcipated behavior. 
6. A study to determine v(y_: t emotionB1ly traumatic 
procedures co,_lld 0e eli~inated i'rorn hospital 
routines. This knowledge conld be deri.ved from 
interviewing and closely observing children ~10 
are akin to the problem. 
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Guide For Preparing School-age Children For Surgerz 
The purpose of this guide is to aid the nurse in 
teaching school-age surgical patients, in order to acquaint 
them with pre-operative and postoperative routines in an 
unfamiliar hospital situation. 
1. Review the bibliography attached to the guide. 
2. Read the student information sheet as a supple-
ment to this guide. 
3. Read the patient's hospital record and note 
information requested on each patient's data 
sheet. 
4. Initially, you introduce yourself to the child 
as Miss , your nurse. During the con-
versation, it is essential to win the real trust 
and confidence of the child. 
5. Instruct the patient about the pre-operative 
routine, as follows: 
A. Ascertain patient's knowledge of surgery 
intended, and without going into technical 
aspects reinforce and interpret what 
patient knows. 
B. Inform the patient when (day and time), 
and where (operating room) the surgery is 
to be performed. 
c. Explain the presence of play materials in 
the ward, and communicate to the child 
your warmth and acceptance of him as an 
individual. ~portunities for group 
play activities should be explained as a 
meana of enhancing his hospital experience. 
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Specific information the school-age child should know about 
the pre-operative routineJ 
1. No breakfast and nothing to eat or drink morning 
of operP-tion. end why. 
a. Two injections (needles) will be given to him 
before going to the operating room, end why. 
&. Transportation to the operating room will be by 
carrier and you will accompany him all the way. 
Explain that a small jacket will be put on him 
before going on the carrier ride• and why. 
Explain that the ride will be down on the elev• 
ator 1 through a basement corridor to another 
elevator which Will take him to the operating 
x-oom. 
4. Doctors and nurses wear green asps and gowns, 
and white masks in the operating room, and why. (Cleanliness) 
5. Explain that you will ~;tay w1 th him lU1til he is 
ready to be taken into the room where he will 
be put to sleep. Explain thst his eyes will 
be covered with a small white cloth before he 
is given sor:1et11i11g to smell to put him to sleep. 
s. Explain that ::ou will ace him in his Olm bed in 
the ward once he is tully awake. 
Specific intormatio~ the school-age child should know about 
the postoperative routine: 
1. Explain that his mother wil: be told as soon es 
he returns from the r•eovery room. Visiting hours 
are 2 P.M. to 7 P.M., and his parents will visit 
him any time during that interval. 
2. From the time that he 1'-teturns from the recovery 
room end is tully awake in his own bed, he may 
have sips of water; later on that same day he 
may also have clear soup or jello if he wishes. 
a. The first day or 30 after the operation he may 
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have a little pain in the area 1n which he was 
opere\ed on whioh comea end goes. 
4. It the operation waa to be of a more serious 
natrur• (abdominal), an ex.pl.anation should be 
given about intrevenoue fluids end the presence 
ot the s~gical dreas1ng. 
s. As soon aa he reels up to 1t1 he may sit t~ in bed to read, draw with OPayons; etc. It the 
patient has had minor surgery, explain that he 
w:S.ll be pernttted to walk about tb.e .followittg 
day, play with the other children in the ward, 
end watch T.v. if he wiahea. 
APPENDIX B 
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APPE1IDIX C 
Student Information Sheet---SupElement to Teaching Guide 
During the pre•operative period when the child is 
placed at ease, given time to acclimate himself, and offered 
means of expressing his anxiety through verbalization or 
through expressive play materials as drawings, clay, group 
games, etc. his relationships with those about him will be 
more relaxed. By the same token, when a single member of 
the health team is fearful, anxious, detached or hostile 
to the child, this can be sensed and the subsequent reaction 
of the child leaves much to be desired. 
To ease the plight of the school•age child, who is 
to be operated upon, the following measures are intended to 
reinforce student teachingJ 
1. Try to avoid the element of suspense and surprise 
in your initial approach to the pE1tie11t. It is 
almost impossible to communicate or elicite 
information from an untalkative patient without 
explaining the purpose. 
2. Spontaneous conversation is desirable in which 
simple, non-technical language is used to guide 
the interview. 
3. Give the child s forthright and honest explana-
tion ot the reasons for the operation, building 
upon what the child already knows. 
4, Recognize the patient's needs to explore hie 
feelings. doubts and anxietles. By encouraging 
verbalization on the patient•s part, we may 
aid the patient to explore and express his 
feelings. 
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5. A recognizable picture o~ the hospital, the 
operating room with doctors and nurses walking 
about in green caps and gowns, and white maaka 
should be described to the patient. The hospital 
picture can be made more pleasant by adequately 
explaining the need ~or cleanliness. 
6. The purpose o~ anesthesia ia to spare the child 
pain during the operation. Assurance must be 
given that thia roroeC sleep 1s temporary and 
will be followed b7 complete awakening. 
7. Appreciate the patient's need tor constant re• 
assurance and genuine warmth throughout the 
entire pre•operative and postoperative periods. 
a. The younger the achool•cge child the more he will 
be influenced by hia mother's feelings. It 1s 
more important tor you to take the time to talk 
to the mother and give her a chance to diacusa 
her own fears than to try to comfort the young~-~ 
directly. Aa the child's nurse you can accomplish 
this While explaining what is going to be done, 
the whx behind reality experiences, and how the 
mother can help the child to taoe the experience. 
9. The student, as the mother-substitute in the 
younger school•age group and as the reassuring 
symbol ot security in the older aenool•age 
group, will accompany each child in this study 
to the operating room. It is believed that a 
strange operating room attendant serves no 
pacifying or soothing function at this point. 
10. Permit the child to ahow hostility during the 
postoperative period. From the child's point o~ 
view an injustice has been done him, in that 
pain has been imposed upon him, and there may 
have been no apparent compensation tor the entire 
unhappy experience. 
11. By the same token, the importance ot limitations 
must be emphasized since completely unrestrained 
expression arouses shame, guilt feelings and 
may possibly increase anxiety. Therefore, the 
child should be given the opportunity to express 
as much of his ~eelinga as his own standards 
allow him to verbalize at any time. One should 
not interfere with this capacity for sel.f-expresa,., 
ion by an et.fort to ceach the child to be good 
and brave. 
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Summary 
A child should be prepared for surgeryJ however, this 
preparation should actually be "preparedness" in that the 
child should actually be given time enough to work through 
his apprehensions bit by bit. The child should be given 
information about the anticipated events by the person whom 
he has learned to trust and upon whose information he relies-
for purposes of this study this person will be the child's 
nurse---his nurse. However, it is not the intellectual know-
ledge of the details of the hospital routine, nor is it the 
knowledge of other numerous facts that count, per se, it is 
rather the ability of the school-age child to make use of 
,..., this information to help him master the new situation with 
which he is confronted. The school-age child is capable of 
functioning in a more integrated and independent way; as a 
result of which, he is expected to do more for himself to 
master the more impDrtant kind of new and strange experiences 
he undergoes during t.his developmental phase. 
Lastly, it is important that no promise, however 
trivial, be broken, and that every effort be made not to 
disappoint the child. Therefore, one must make very sure 
thnt he understands what has been sald. T'.nis may involve 
repetition and questioning to ascertain his comprehension. 
Remember, children ere notoriously hard to deceive, 
" 
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especially in the realm or feeling, therefore, a smiling 
face and a soft voice that would often win the confidence 
of an adult mean mothing to a child if it is a mask ror 
1nd1tterenae1 reproach or lack of understanding. Let us, 
therefore, communicate a warm feeling for all children no 
matter what their behavior rnay be. 
It is hoped that the use ot these measures will 
demonstrate the m~ed contrast in the behavioral responses 
of the "prepared"and ''unprepsred" child for surgery. 
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Patient Dsta Sheet 
A. Identifying Informationl 
Patient's Name Code No. 
Identification Code Numbers--Control G~r-ou-p~l-·-5 
Experimental Group 
6--10 
Home Address: _____________ Ward._ ____ Bed _____ at BCH 
Ager ____ _ Sex: ____ _ Religion: ________ _ 
Previous Admissions: 
----
Previous Operations: ___ _ 
Admission Diagnosis t ----Admission Date: 
-----
Date ot Surgery: ________ _ Date of Discharge: __________ _ 
B. Family Background: 
FatherJa Name:. _____ __.Age: ___ Occupation: ____ _ 
Mother• a Name: .. ______ ... Age & ___ occupation: ____ _ 
Number of Siblings in FamilY, ________ Ages of Siblings: 
Sisterat 
Brothers: 
c. Apparent Emotional Status: 
Verbal 
Alert 
Apathetic 
Calm 
Friahtened 
Cooperative 
l.Jn~()f?_pereti ve 
During Pre-operative 
Interview 
• • • • • 
.......... ........... ----- ............ -----
• • • • • 
.,.._ - ---.. ------ ....._.._. 
Postoperative 
Int41rview 
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During Pre-operative Postoperative 
Pleasant 
: : Interv~~ I ~~terview 
Sullg 
Date: ________________ ___ 
Student's Name •·--------
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Pre-operative Interview Guide 
Patient's Name 
------------------------
Code No. 
------
The following questions were introduced to help 
assess the patient's awareness of reality experiences and 
to obtain a more complete p,.ctUl'e of the pa ;;ient' s pre-
operative concerns: 
1. When you think about the operation, what do you 
seem to think about the most? 
2. How is the operation going to help you? 
3. \~1et do you think you will see when you get to 
the operating room? 
4. Do you think you will see or hear anything that 
will bother you? 
5. How do you think they will put you to sleep 
before the opervtion? 
s. Where wlll you be when you awaken? 
7. How do you think you will feel when you awaken? 
Postoperative Interview Guide 
These questions were introduced to assess the patient's 
postoperative concerns: 
s. Would you like to tell me what happened to you 
from the time you left the ward to go to the 
operating room? 
9. Can you remember how you felt when you were 
awakening after the operation? 
10. If you hsd one wish from the nurse after the 
operation, what would you have wanted the most? 
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11. How are you feeling now? 
12. Now that it is ell over, what do you think were 
the most unpleasant things about the operation? 
The following questions are designed to determine the 
amount and adequacy of the preparatory information received 
by each surgical patient in the study. 
13. Here are some of the unpleasant things that could have 
happened before •~ after the operation---how many of 
these 't.linga were you told about before the operation? 
a. That you would have nothing to eat or drink the 
morniug ~f t3e operation. Yes ____ No ____ 
b. That you would be given one or two injections be-
tore going to the operating room. Yes ____ No ____ 
c. That a small jacket would be put on you before 
going to the operating room on a carrier. 
Yes No 
--
d. What the carrier ride would be like to the 
operating room as to where it is in the 
e. 
hospital and as to the distance. Yes ____ No ____ 
That the doctors and nurses in the operating 
room wear green caps and gowns and white masks. 
Yes No 
--
f. That you would be given something to smell in 
the operating room to put you to sleep during 
the o:oerotion. Yes Ho 
~ --
g. That when you were fully awakened you would be 
returned rrom the recovery room to your own 
bed in the ward. Yes No 
--
Was told before the operation about practically 
----- all. 
Was told before the operation about most of the 
---------- unpleasant things that actually did happen. 
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Was told before the operation about a few o:f the 
----- unpleasant things that really did happen. 
---------- Was told before the operation about practically 
none of the unpleasant things that really did 
happen. 
14. Be:fore the operation did anyone tell you about some 
of the unpleasant things that might happen to you after 
the operationt Examplel 
a. Did anyone tell you that you might have some 
pain in the place where you were Qperated on, 
after the operation. Yes No 
-
b. That you would not be given anything to eat or 
drink until later on that afternoon on the day 
you were operated on. Yes____ No ____ 
e. That you would have a bandage over your 
operation. Yes No 
--
d. Thst if you had pain where you were operated on, 
and if it didn't go away, you could be given 
medicine or a small needle to take it away. 
Yes No 
--
-----Was told about practicallz all of these things. 
------~-- Was told about most of these things that would 
happen after I was operated on and back in my 
bed. 
---------- Was told about a !!! of these unpleasant things. 
--------- Was told about practically none of the things that 
might happen to me after the operation. 
15. Did anyone explain to you why you had to come to the 
hospital to have an operation. Yea ____ No ____ 
The following questions are designed to determine the 
patient concerns of the children in this study as experienced 
by them. 
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16. Before the operation did you feel angry about anything 
that happentd to you (in connection with everything that 
had happened to you until then). 
a. 
----Felt very angry. 
b. 
----Felt slightly angry. 
c. ----- Did not feel angry et any time. 
17. \'What do you think has bothered you the most since you 
have been in the hospital? 
18. 
_____ Being away from home and .family. (Separation) 
(Factor) 
__ .Not knowing what was going to happen next to 
me. (Fear of Unknown Factor) 
_____ The thought of feeling pain after the operation. 
(Operation) 
___ The thought of being put to sleep. (Anesthesia) 
_____ Being thirsty and hungry before and after the 
Operation. (Humanizing Factor) 
Now that the operation is over do you .feel the same 
way about your nurses as you did before the operation? 
Yes No 
---
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Planned Observation Guide 
I The school-age patient's reactions to sn unfamil• 
isr ~oepital environment may take a variety of 
forms, namely& (Please check one or more) 
1. Crying or other emotional behavior --------
2. .Acceptance of situation, apparently with 
ease 
3. Withdrawal or aloofness 
4. Close observation of everything that 
goes on 
5. Excitability (anxiety !"•esponse to hospi tGl 
experience) 
6. Irritability 
7. Happiness and teeling of well-being~------
8. Passively dependent 
II Patient's attitude toward other patients: (Please 
check one or more) 
1. Friendliness ____ _ 4 • Sympathy __ _ 
2. Concern 
·-----
5. Antagonism ____ _ 
6. Willingness 3. Indifference 
--- to share ___ _ 
III Activity during play---solitary or social? 
1. Tends to be a spectator 
2. Prefers solitary play 
3. Engages easily in group activities ______ _ 
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4. Tends to direct his own activities 
5. Tends to ~~llow leads of others 
e. Utilizes play materials to master 
hospital ~ ~srienee {If c:.1eeked•-
How does he do this?) 
IV Indicate the degree of' effort wb.ich scema to 
characterize this patient's play? 
1. Intense __________ s.stronqg ___________ s. Consistent ______ _ 
2. Slight '· Variable ___ _ 
V Tne Child's Attitude: 
1. A feeling of well-beins 
a. How indicated? 
b. Length of' time it persisted 
c. Wnat brought about a shift? 
d. \'hat attitude followed? 
2. Irritabilitz 
a. How indicated? 
b. Temporary or persisting? 
c. Time involved? 
d. Whnt relieved this attitude'? 
e. Vwbat attitude toll owed? 
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a. Resistant Behavior 
a. How indicetecl? 
b. Temporary or persisting? 
c. Time involved? 
d. What relieved 1;hie attitude? 
•• What attitude followed? 
4. Pa~sive DeEendenqe 
a. How indicated? 
b. Temporary or persisting? 
c. Time involved? 
d-. What relieved this attitude? 
•• What attitude followed? 
5. :leg 
•~ How indicated? 
b. Temporary or persisting? --------
c. Time involved? 
d. What relieved this attitude? 
e. What attitude followed? 
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6. Anxieti 
a. How indicated? 
b. Temporary or persisting? 
c. Time involved? 
d. Vfhat relieved this attitude? 
e. v~'hat attitude followed'? 
